finance free books at ebd e books directory - e books in finance category ruling capital emerging markets and the reregulation of cross border finance by kevin p gallagher cornell university press 2014 gallagher demonstrates how several emerging market and developing countries managed to reregulate cross border financial flows in the wake of the global financial crisis despite the political and economic difficulty of doing so at the, werner erhard new model of integrity - jaap winter professor of corporate governance at the duisenberg school of finance in amsterdam was the first dean of the duisenberg school of finance setting up the school in 2008 2009 he is also professor of international company law at the university of amsterdam in his article corporate governance going astray executive remuneration built to fail published in the book research, democratic theory political science oxford bibliographies - introduction democratic theory is an established subfield of political theory that is primarily concerned with examining the definition and meaning of the concept of democracy as well as the moral foundations obligations challenges and overall desirability of democratic governance, democratic peace theory political science oxford - democratic peace is the proposition that democracies are more peaceful in their foreign relations this idea dates back centuries at least to immanuel kant and other 18th century enlightenment thinkers in recent decades it has constituted a major research agenda competing with and arguably, home media reform coalition - media reform coalition media reform coordinates the work of advocacy groups campaigning to protect the public interest in light of the leveson inquiry and communications review, street level bureaucracy dilemmas of the individual in - street level bureaucracy dilemmas of the individual in public service 30th anniversary expanded edition michael lipsky on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers first published in 1980 street level bureaucracy received critical acclaim for its insightful study of how public service workers, what is cost definition and meaning businesssdictionary com - an amount that has to be paid or given up in order to get something in business cost is usually a monetary valuation of 1 effort 2 material 3 resources 4 time and utilities consumed 5 risks incurred and 6 opportunity forgone in production and delivery of a good or service all expenses are costs but not all costs such as those incurred in acquisition of an income, law and society association - the law and society association founded in 1964 is a group of scholars from many fields and countries interested in the place of law in social political economic and cultural life members bring expertise in law sociology political science psychology anthropology economics and history as well as in other related areas to the study of sociolegal phenomena, lectures on public economics updated edition anthony b - lectures on public economics updated edition anthony b atkinson joseph e stiglitz on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers this classic introduction to public finance remains the best advanced level textbook on the subject ever written first published in 1980, nber papers on international finance and macroeconomics - james poterba president james poterba is president of the national bureau of economic research he is also the mitsui professor of economics at m i t, courses academics wake forest school of law - wake forest law offers a variety of courses in many areas of legal theory and practice below you will find a complete course listing you can also find lists of courses that satisfy the experiential learning requirement legal analysis writing and research iii requirement and legal analysis writing and research iv requirement sort by course number, federal reserve bank of san francisco research economic - preliminary versions of economic research did consumers want less debt consumer credit demand versus supply in the wake of the 2008 2009 financial crisis